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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the 2018-2019 webinar series to support LEA staff on matters pertaining to students with significant cognitive disabilities. My name is Bethany Zimmerman and I am the Director of Alternate Assessment for the Arizona Department of Education. The focus of this webinar is instructional supports and resources for students with significant cognitive disabilities. 



OVERVIEW

• Participants will become familiar with instructional supports and resources for 
teachers of students with significant cognitive disabilities.

• How to Teach State Standards to Students with Significant Cognitive Disabilities
• Writing rubrics
• NCSC Wiki resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During this webinar, participants will become familiar with instructional supports and resources for teachers of students with significant cognitive disabilities. Specifically, we will be exploring an article with case studies to help teachers understand what instruction can look like for students who take alternate assessments, the writing rubrics used in scoring MSAA writing prompts, and the NCSC Wiki resources.



HIGH EXPECTATIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While exploring these resources, please keep in mind that we maintain high expectations for all students. Research has continued to suggest that high expectations for students with significant cognitive disabilities is correlated with higher academic and post school outcomes.



THE GOAL OF THE MULTI-STATE 
ALTERNATE ASSESSMENT (MSAA)

• To develop a system of assessments supported by curriculum, instruction, 
and professional development to ensure that students with the most 
significant cognitive disabilities achieve increasingly higher academic 
outcomes and leave high school ready for post-secondary options.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those of you who have been teaching a while, you may remember the NCSC assessment. NCSC was developed through a grant so when the grant expired, several states joined to partner in what is now called MSAA. This work has been an extension of NCSC. Therefore, we have the MSAA, which is Arizona’s current alternate assessment for ELA and Mathematics, and NCSC resources, which are aligned to the assessment.The goal of MSAA is to develop a system of assessment supported by curriculum, instruction, and professional development to ensure that students with the most significant cognitive disabilities achieve increasingly higher academic outcomes and leave high school ready for post-secondary options. This means that teachers are not left guessing what students should know and be able to do as measured by the assessment. There are resources available, which we will look at today.



MSAA

• MSAA is designed to assess students with significant cognitive disabilities. 
• This Alternate Assessment measures academic content that is aligned to and 

derived from the state’s content standards.
• This test contains many built-in supports that allow students to take the test 

and communicate what they know and can do as independently as 
possible.

• MSAA is administered in the areas of ELA and Mathematics in Grades 3-8 
and 11.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before getting into the resources, please allow me to give a little more information on the MSAA for context. MSAA is designed to assess students with significant cognitive disabilities. It is important that only students with significant cognitive disabilities participate in alternate assessments. MSAA measures academic content that is aligned to and derived from the state’s content standards. I will provide more information on alignment as I highlight the resources. This test contains many built-in supports that allow students to take the test and communicate what they know and can do as independently as possible. MSAA is administered in the areas of ELA and Mathematics in Grades 3-8 and 11.



UNIVERSAL DESIGN FOR LEARNING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By now I hope you are familiar with the concept of Universal Design for Learning, or UDL. The idea of universal design originally transpired in the area of engineering whereby architects sought to design accessible structures with visual appeal. This concept has transformed into a wholistic approach to provide access to academic content for students at the individual level. These ideas have been incorporated in the NCSC resources, which we will see soon.



FOLLOWING THE PRESENTATION

• http://www.azed.gov/assessment//msaa/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please follow along to access the resources on your own. We will start by going to the alternate assessment website for MSAA at www.azed.gov/assessment//msaa. Click on “Instructional Supports and Resources” on the left.



HOW TO TEACH STATE STANDARDS TO STUDENTS 
WHO TAKE ALTERNATE ASSESSMENTS

• Browder, D., Wakeman, S., & Flowers, C. (2016). How to teach state 
standards to students who take alternate assessments. Minneapolis, MN: 
University of Minnesota, National Center and State Collaborative. 

• http://www.azed.gov/assessment/files/2016/11/how-to-teach-state-
standards-to-students-who-take-alternate-assessments.pdf
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you scroll about half way down, you will see the article “How to Teach State Standards to Students Who Take Alternate Assessments”. The direct link is provided in the PowerPoint slide, which will be available on the website for future reference. This article is about 40 pages, but an easy read. It includes case studies to help teachers recognize that all students should participate in instruction in grade level standards and what that might look like for students who take alternate assessments.

http://www.azed.gov/assessment/files/2016/11/how-to-teach-state-standards-to-students-who-take-alternate-assessments.pdf


LIZ (PAGES 11-12)
GRADE 10

• No speech, difficulty walking, short attention span
• Severe intellectual disability
• Learned social skills: walking to someone, showing materials, vocalizing a 

sound
• Can respond to two choice options
• Understands humor
• Emerging literacy and numeracy skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example from the article. Liz is a student in Grade 10. She has no speech, difficulty walking, and a short attention span. Her special education eligibility category is severe intellectual disability. She has learned some positive social skills such as walking toward someone to engage in an interaction, showing materials to others, and vocalizing a sound to respond. Liz can make a choice from a field of two options. She understands humor. Liz has not had opportunities for academic instruction and therefore has emerging literacy and numeracy skills.



LIZ’S MATH INSTRUCTION
(PAGES 21-22)

• Linear equations
• Student responds to choices for the parts of the equation
• Provide manipulatives
• Use a number line for one-to-one correspondence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students in Grade 10 are working on linear equations. For Liz, this means that she will create an equation by choosing each part of the equation when given two choices. She will use manipulatives to solve an equation and a number line for one-to-one correspondence. In this example, Liz is seeing only a basic component of linear equations while working on academic skills such as demonstrating multiplication and addition and learning a potential job skill.



LIZ’S ELA INSTRUCTION
(PAGES 39-40)

• Reading a Novel
• Use pictures for the characters
• Use pictures of the characters to answer comprehension questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liz’s emerging literacy skills mean that she will not be independently reading grade level text. She can listen to the same story that the general education students are reading, or the teacher can provide adapted text of the story. In order to answer comprehension questions, Liz needs to know more about the characters in the story. She will start by identifying the characters and move on to answering comprehension questions about those characters. Because Liz’s social skills are a strength for her, her teacher will use characters of the story as a point of access to answering comprehension questions.



NCSC WIKI
12

https://wiki.ncscpartners.org/index.php/Main
_Page

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More information and examples are included in the article and you can read through it on your own. Now we will move on to the NCSC resources. If you go back to the MSAA page from the alternate assessment website, you will find “NCSC Wiki” under instructional supports and resources. You can also find this resource by doing a browser search for NCSC Wiki. In addition, the direct link is included on the PowerPoint slide for reference. I will display many of the resources on this wiki, but please explore the other resources on this website as well.Please keep in mind that these resources are tied to Common Core State Standards and that is what you will see listed. The Core Content Connectors are aligned to Arizona’s Academic Standards. A linking document that shows the alignment between the CCCs and the Arizona Standards will be posted to the Instructional Supports and Resources section of the alternate assessment website soon.



NCSC INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scroll down the NCSC wiki home page to the diagram. The NCSC instructional resources schema defines the “what” and “how” when planning for and teaching academic content to students with the most significant cognitive disabilities.  The purple band describes the “what to teach” based on the Common Core State Standards, the Learning Progressions, and the Core Content Connectors that are linked to both. The orange band provides instructional tools to support how to teach this content -  based on over a decade of research on academic instruction, communication, and learner characteristics of students with the most significant cognitive disabilities. We will take a look at these in more detail.



INSTRUCTIONAL 
RESOURCE GUIDE

• This resource can 
be implemented 
immediately

• Focus on explicit 
instruction and 
best practices for 
teaching 
students with 
significant 
cognitive 
disabilities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This instructional resource is the first resource schools can implement.  Teachers do not need extensive knowledge of the Arizona Content Standards.  This document provides a script for teachers to follow and implement best practices for teaching students with significant cognitive disabilities. Teaching effectively to a heterogeneous group of students, possibly in multiple grade levels, is challenging. To do so effectively, teachers need to build on their knowledge of instructional strategies that efficiently promote student learning.The Instructional Resource Guide helps educators to build knowledge of essential, evidence-based systematic instructional methods and defines the use of these strategies that are used in the Systematic Activities for Scripted Systematic Instruction (MASSIs and LASSIs-shared at later time) to teach students targeted skills.



WHAT IS INCLUDED IN IR 
GUIDE?

• Overview of Systematic 
Instruction

• Importance of Finding a 
Response Mode

• Explanation of Instructional 
Strategies and “how to”

• Provides sample script for 
math and ELA skill for each 
instructional strategy

• Troubleshooting Q&A
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Scripts for how to 
do:

• Constant Time Delay 
(CTD)

• System of Least Prompts 
(LIP)

• Model, Lead, Test

• Example/Non-example 
Training 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Included in the Instructional Resource Guide is 	Overview of Systematic Instruction	Importance of finding a response mode	explanation of instructional strategies and “how to”	Sample script for math and ELA skills for each instructional strategy	Troubleshooting Q&AAs you can see, this is not about teaching academic content, but about teaching students how to participate and engage in instruction. This is one step to providing access, as described in the principles of UDL. Examples of these are in the article we viewed earlier.



NCSC INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we will be going to the “Core Content Connectors” found in the top middle of the schema.



CORE CONTENT 
CONNECTORS (CCCS)

• Identify the most salient grade-level, 
core academic content in ELA and 
mathematics found in both the 
Common Core State Standards (CCSS) 
and the Learning Progression Framework 
(LPF);

• Illustrate the necessary knowledge and 
skills in order to reach the learning 
targets within the LPF and the CCSS;

• Focus on the core content, knowledge 
and skills needed at each grade to 
promote success at the next; and

• Identify priorities in each content area 
to guide the instruction for students in 
this population and for the alternate 
assessment.
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•These are not 
alternate 
standards

•There is not a one 
to one 
correspondence
for every state 
standard

•These are not a 
check off list

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Core Content Connector or (CCC) is basically the standard broken down into smaller pieces. The CCCs pinpoint the primary content of the Arizona State Standards and organize it in the conceptual model of the Learning Progressions Framework (LPF). The CCCs are the prioritized academic content designed to frame the instruction and assessment of students with the most significant cognitive disabilities in Kindergarten through High School while retaining the grade level content focus of the state standards and the LPFs.The CCCs  are not “extended.” The CCCs preserve the sequence of learning outlined in the learning progressions framework to the extent possible while identifying the basic parts of the progress indicators into teachable and assessable segments of content. Student understanding of core concepts and skills characteristically develops over time with effective instruction. Once the connectors were identified they were not user-friendly, so Graduated Understandings were developed to group and organize these CCCs in a more teachable way. Let’s take a look at those now.



NCSC INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we will be going to the Graduated Understandings. If you click on this box in the middle, you will see the two options “Instructional Families” and “Element Cards”. Note that you can also get to each of these resources directly from the schema.



GRADUATED 
UNDERSTANDINGS

19

• Utilized by teachers to: 
– Share a common language;
– Plan multi-grade instruction for students who participate in 

the AA-AAS with a wide range of abilities and challenges;  
– Support developed instructional units that will include all 

students and will promote the use of Universal Design of 
Learning; and

– Engage in collaborative discussion and delivery of 
instruction.

• Include Instructional Families and Element Cards.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Graduated understandings are utilized by teachers to share a common language, plan multi-grade instruction for students who participate in alternate assessments with a wide range of abilities and challenges, support developed instructional units that will include all students and promote UDL, and engage in collaborative discussion and delivery of instruction.The two components of graduated understandings are instructional families and element cards.



GRADUATED 
UNDERSTANDINGS (GUS) AND 

INSTRUCTIONAL FAMILIES
20

Instructional Families

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first view of the Instructional Families is a chart that illustrates the distribution and changes in emphasis of the core content, knowledge, and skills that students with the most significant cognitive disabilities are expected to learn at each grade to promote success in the next grade and to reach the learning targets within the LPF and the state standards. As shown, the distribution of families and the number of CCCs in each family in a domain by grade clearly varies across Grades K – High School. Each box represents one CCC.  Example:  There are 7 CCCs for Kindergarten and 5 for Grade 5 for just this area. This is only one strand.This view provides for teachers an easily interpreted visual showing the areas of curricular emphasis in a domain of mathematics, by family, at each grade. This sample view of Patterns, Relations and Functions, also connects the learning targets of the Learning Progressions Frameworks to the distribution of the Instructional Families and CCCs. Note that the Learning Targets become more sophisticated as you move up through the grades and that the emphasis (distribution of Instructional Families) changes as well.Students are expected to build their knowledge and be successful with more challenging concepts across the grade levels (for example, from representing modeling problems to proportional relationships and graphing). Student mastery of skills at each grade level promotes student learning of more challenging concepts.Given that students often receive instruction in multi-grade classrooms, a teacher can quickly see where there is an “overlap” of Instructional Families across grades. The teacher can then plan instruction that addresses related content within and across families at appropriate levels of instruction for different students within the same lesson.



GRADUATED UNDERSTANDINGS 
(GUS) AND INSTRUCTIONAL 

FAMILIES
21

Instructional Families

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This second view of the CCCs is organized by Grade and Instructional Family and clearly shows each of the Connectors under the Instructional Family.  In this view, the Connector is written out and includes Common Core State Standards Coding.  Notice-the coding for each of CCCs it is unique  to and does not match the Common Core Coding. The coding of the CCC and CCSS are both different than the coding for Arizona standards. This view also promotes planning and development of instruction with curriculum specialists within Instructional Families across the grades; the inter-relationships among the CCCs in a family become evident.



ELEMENT CARD: MATH 22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of an Element Card that details its structure and content.  Now let’s take a closer look at the Element Card.The top lists the CCSS, CCC, strand, instructional family, and progress indicator. The box contains the essential understanding which is the most basic access point to the standard. The right side of the box contains suggestions for representation.Below the box are suggested instructional strategies that teachers can incorporate into their lessonsThe bottom includes suggestions for supports and scaffolds-another concept from UDL.Please note:  This is an instructional resource.  NO part of these electronic documents should be “dumped” into schools IEP development systems.  This document is not a IEP generator!  Remember IEPs must be measureable and not just a restatement of the standards.



ELEMENT CARD:  ELA 23

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of an Element Card for ELA. This resource has the same features of the Element Card for Math, but covers a grade span to align with state standards. It also has a section to assist with planning discussion and modeling. Please note:  This is an instructional resource.  NO part of these electronic documents should be “dumped” into schools IEP development systems.  This document is not a IEP generator!  Remember IEPs must be measureable and not just a restatement of the standards.



NCSC INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we will be going to the Curriculum Resource Guides found in the bottom left oval.



CURRICULUM RESOURCE 
GUIDES: 

MATHEMATICS AND ELA

• Provides guidance for teaching the standards to 
students with the most significant cognitive disabilities;

• Provides examples for differentiating instruction for a 
wide range of students in multiple grade levels; and

• Delineates the necessary skills and knowledge students 
need to acquire the content.
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TOPICS:  Reading Informational Texts and Vocabulary 
Acquisition and Use

TOPICS:  Data Analysis, Equations, Measurement and 
Geometry, 
Fractions and Decimals, Ratio and Proportions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Curriculum Resource Guide is intended to be a support for teachers to understand how a concept can be taught to students with different needs and understandings and how that concept changes, and therefore instruction changes across the grades within the grade span. Each guide covers a range of CCCs for Grades 3 through high school.  In ELA, these guides focus on broad topics such as informational text. The narrower topics within the Curriculum Resource Guide were based on feedback from special education teachers. These guides should support teachers in preparing students for the MSAA alternate assessment.  Both the Content Modules and Curriculum Resource Guides were developed by special educators with extensive experience in adapting general curriculum for students with significant cognitive disabilities. These resources have been validated by content experts for accuracy and by special education teachers for clarity. 



CURRICULUM RESOURCE 
GUIDES

• Content

- Explanation of how topics are 
taught in a general education 
setting, common 
misunderstandings, and prior 
knowledge and skills needed

- Activities general education 
teachers use

- CCCs and CCSSs
- Activities for use in real world 

contexts
- Promoting college and career 

readiness
- Incorporating UDL

26

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Curriculum resource guides provide helpful information when planning lessons. These guides include how concepts are taught in general education settings, which includes common misunderstandings and prior knowledge or skills needed. However, it is important to note that the prior knowledge or skills do not need to be mastered, but can be taught concurrently with the grade level topic in the guide. Additionally, there are lists of types of activities general education teachers may use to teach the skill and a section on the standards that are addressed. Furthermore, additional activities to promote the concept in real world contexts and college and career readiness are listed as well. And of course, a section on incorporating UDL. The website contains all of this information on each page for the selected curriculum resource guide, but at the bottom of the page there is a link to the PDF with the same information should you want to view or print in PDF.



NCSC INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we will be going to the Content Modules found in the top left triangle.



• Provides explanations and examples of the mathematic or ELA 
concepts contained in the CCSS that may be difficult to teach 
or unfamiliar to special education teachers;

• Promotes an understanding of Math and ELA concepts so a 
teacher can begin to plan how to teach the concepts to 
students.

CONTENT MODULES 28

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The modules are an excellent companion resource when viewing the state standards, learning progression frameworks, and the Core Content Connectors to plan for instruction.  These modules are designed for teacher learning.For example, if a teacher is not sure what “nets” are in geometry, a content module can be used to see explanations and examples of nets; OR To show how to teach student to find the area of a polygon using tiling, multiplication and equation templates.These help the teacher focus on unfamiliar content so that they are prepared to teach lessons on the concepts to students.



CONTENT MODULES

29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The content modules have additional supports that teachers can adapt and use in the classroom. There might be visual supports, which could be turned into an anchor chart or even a worksheet. There are sections on UDL considerations for each part of the lesson. A vocabulary list is supplied as applicable. A teacher is ready to plan a lesson after checking their understanding on the module assessment.



NCSC INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we will be going to the UDL Units found in the top set of ovals. There is an oval for the elementary unit, an oval for the middle school unit, and an oval for the high school unit.



UDL INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT 
LESSONS

• There is one UDL Instructional Unit for each ELA and Math at 
the elementary, middle school, and high school levels.

• Resources and printable materials are provided. These are 
designed to be complete lessons.

• Each lesson includes objectives, essential questions, 
vocabulary, materials, lesson introduction, lesson body, 
practice, and closure.

31

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is one UDL Instructional Unit for each ELA and Math at the elementary, middle school, and high school levels. All resources and printable materials are provided. These are designed to be complete lessons. UDL Lesson Components include:Objectives and essential questionsVocabularyMaterialsIntroducing the LessonDirect Instruction and/or Facilitation of Activities during the lesson bodyPracticeAnd Closure



32

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the key pieces to the UDL units is the additional considerations provided at every step of the lessons. These guide teachers into planning lessons that are pre-formatted to meet the accessibility needs of each student.



NCSC INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we will be going to the MASSI’s and LASSI’s found in the bottom set of ovals. There is an oval for the elementary lessons, an oval for the middle school lessons, and an oval for the high school lessons.



MASSIS AND LASSIS

• Provides examples of how to teach math and ELA  
concepts using meaningful activities;

• Incorporates evidence-based instruction from research;

• Provides teaching scripts for teachers who may not have 
extensive training in systematic instruction with a guide for 
instruction with graduating levels of difficulty;

• Can be embedded in general education lessons with a 
mixed ability group OR taught to a small group or an 
individual student; and

• Provide data sheets and skills tests. 

34

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MASSIs (mathematics) and LASSIs (language) offer intensive instruction utilizing scripts based on evidence-based practices known to be effective in teaching skills to mastery for students with the most significant cognitive disabilities.Using scripts, the MASSIs and LASSIs present instruction in grade bands 3-5, 6-8 and high school for teachers who may not have extensive training in systematic instructionThey offer a guide for instruction with graduating levels of difficulty – ranging from the first steps of teaching the content to students with little or no understanding of the content to building understanding of the target concepts of the CCCs using real-life word problems and using hand-on activities aligned to grade-level content.MASSIs and LASSIs can be embedded in general education lessons with a mixed ability group or taught to a small group or an individual student.The MASSIs and LASSIs come with  tools for data sheets that can be used for monitoring progress towards mastery and a skill test to practice responding in a testing context. After teaching the UDL Instructional Units and utilizing the MASSIs and LASSIs as appropriate for individual students, teachers will gain practice in instructional strategies that are effective for teaching content to students with the most significant cognitive disabilities.



NCSC WIKI SEARCH BOX

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a lot of resources on the NCSC Wiki. At times, it might be difficult to find what you need. For this reason, there is a search box at the top of the page. You can use the search box to find a specific resource such as ELA element cards, or you can search by topic or standard to find the resources that have been developed.



MORE RESOURCES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to instructional resources, the NCSC Wiki provides additional information such as research that was conducted under NCSC, parent resources, and the communication tool kit for students who do not yet use oral speech or other forms of meaningful communication.



WRITING PROMPT RUBRICS

• http://www.azed.gov/assessment/msaa/

37

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of the MSAA writing prompt rubrics are posted to the ADE Alternate Assessment website. These are the exact rubrics used in scoring student responses to the MSAA writing prompt. Teachers should use these rubrics to evaluate student writing throughout the year. Each grade level contains two rubrics-one for the level 2 writing prompt and one for the level 3 writing prompt. Teachers should use the rubric that is most appropriate for each student. Although there are similarities between the rubrics, the tier 3 rubrics have more components. Keep in mind that most students are routed to a level 3 writing prompt on the assessment.

http://www.azed.gov/assessment/msaa/


QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Know that you are aware of the many resources available to assist teachers in planning instruction for students with significant cognitive disabilities, please type your questions into the chat box and I will respond.



ALTERNATE ASSESSMENT UNIT
Bethany Zimmerman

Director of Alternate Assessment
602-542-4061

Bethany.Zimmerman@azed.gov

Cindy Sandner
Alternate Assessment Test Coordinator

602-542-3059
Cindy.Sandner@azed.gov

Angeles Swasey
Program Project Specialist III

602-542-8239
Angeles.Swasey@azed.gov

Pat Reynolds
Educational Specialist

602-364-1296
Patricia.Reynolds@azed.gov
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hope you have found some useful resources to bring back to your classroom. If you need further assistance with instruction or alternate assessment, please contact the Alternate Assessment Unit. Thank you for improving the lives of our students with the most significant cognitive disabilities.
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